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A Statistical Update of Grid Representations from Range Sensors
Luis Roldão1,2, Raoul de Charette1 and Anne Verroust-Blondet1
Abstract—In a wide range of robotic applications, being able
to create a 3D model of the surrounding environment is a
key feature for autonomous tasks. In this research report, we
present a statistical model to perform 3D reconstructions of the
environment from range sensors using an occupancy grid. To do
so, we take into account all the available information obtained
from the sensor, considering the distances traversed by the rays
in each cell and seeking to reduce reconstruction errors caused
by discretization. The approach has been validated qualitatively
using the KITTI dataset.
Index Terms—3D Environment Modelling and Reconstruc-
tion, Robotics, Computer Vision, Range Sensor, Lidar.
I. INTRODUCTION
In robotics, an accurate 3D model of the world is fun-
damental for performing different tasks [1]. While contin-
uous representations may be used [2], [3], discrete grid
representations are preferred in order to reduce memory
and computational complexity [4]. In this case, each grid
cell represents the occupancy state of a portion of the
environment. Most popular methods aim to represent this
state probabilistically [5].
Initially implemented in 2D, grids were further extended
in several works. In [6] and [7], an additional height value is
assigned to each cell. Moreover, several surfaces can be also
stored [8]. More recently, the wide use of 3D range sensors
and the increase of computational capabilities have boosted
the popularity of volumetric grids with cubical voxel cells.
By definition, a discretized representation inhibits a com-
pletely accurate reconstruction. Therefore, grid models are
unable to create a perfect model of the surroundings. Dis-
cretization inaccuracies can be reduced by using a smaller
cell size [9], [10], but this increases the computation and
memory needs.
Recursive structures such as quadtrees and octrees [11]
are commonly used to face this problem, leading to a
O(log n) complexity for insertions and queries. However,
while this allows a finer map representation (i.e. smaller cell-
size) at smaller memory cost, discretization still inhibits the
possibility of representing cells partially occupied. To tackle
this problem, most methods give higher priority to some
measurements and ignore repeated observations as illustrated
in Fig 1.
We propose to insert all the single measurements obtained
from a lidar sensor in a statistical way, exploiting all the
available information about the ray path and considering the
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Fig. 1. Most occupancy grid methods consider that the complete state
of a cell within a scan can be updated from a single measurement. Under
this assumption, a slightly traversed cell (as 1 in the Figure) will have the
same occupancy probability than cells traversed by several rays (see cell 2).
Moreover, partially occupied cells as 3 will have the same probability than
a completely occupied cell if only the impact measurement is considered.
traveled distances of the rays at each cell (traversed and
impacted ones) in order to perform a more accurate map
update. Details of our method are provided and a comparison
is done against the widely used OctoMap [11].
II. VOXELIZED REPRESENTATION
In volumetric grids, the occupancy state of each voxel is
recursively updated by performing a ray-casting operation
that tracks each ray from the sensor origin to the impact
point. In the literature, voxels that have been traversed by a
ray —misses— can be considered as free, while voxels where
an impact occurs —hits— are considered as occupied.
In this line of work, most of the approaches insert the
different sensor measurements acquired over time by apply-
ing a static state binary Bayes filter as introduced in [12],
where the estimated probability of a particular voxel v being
occupied P (v|z1:t) is defined as:
P (v|z1:t) =[
1 +
1− P (v|z1:t−1)
P (v|z1:t−1)
1− P (v|zt)
P (v|zt)
P (v)
1− P (v)
]−1
(1)
where z1:t−1 corresponds to all previous measurements
acquired; zt expresses the current observation at time t,
and P (v) represents the prior knowledge about the map.
Commonly, defined Pfree and Pocc probability values are
assigned to P (v|zt) for misses and hits, respectively. If the
initial state of cells is unknown, then P (v) = 0.5 . In order to
output a binary occupancy map (i.e. occupied or free cells),
probabilities of the cells are usually thresholded at 0.5.
III. APPROACH
In the literature, it is usually considered that within a
single scan, the state of each cell is binary (free or occupied).
Hence, a cell is set occupied if at least one impact occurred
within, and free if it has been traversed by any ray. The
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problem of such approach is that the complete state of the
cell is updated from a single partial observation, neglecting
the contribution of multiple measurements and their validity.
As an example, a cell will be updated as free or occupied
with the same probability regardless of how the ray traversed
it or where the impact occurred, respectively. Moreover, a
cell traversed by several rays will have the same occupancy
probability than another cell traversed only once. This is
shown in Fig. 1.
Conversely, our method updates the occupancy probability
of each cell by considering the ray path information, and the
density of observations that can be obtained at such cell,
which depends on its distance from the sensor.
A. Weight Measurement Probability
3D sensors mounted on a mobile platform produce a
sparse and uneven distribution of sensor data, where the
density of measurements is high at close ranges and decays
rapidly with the distance. Consequently, closer cells will
have a considerably higher number of observations than
farther ones. To account for this, we propose to weight the
occupancy update of each cell according to the density of
observations ρ(d) that the sensor can measure from a cell at
distance d.
To do so, we have calculated a function ρ(d) that phys-
ically models the approximate number of rays that might
traverse a voxel of a particular size ω at a given distance d,
depending on the vertical and horizontal angular resolutions
of the sensor, ϕs and θs, respectively. This function has
been estimated by doing approximations in order to ease the
complexity of the calculation, and experimentally validated
by comparing the result against synthetic data (We refer the
reader to the Appendix for more details).
(a) (b)
Fig. 2. (a) An example of the modeling function ρ(d) at a ω = 0.2m
voxel size. Number of observations decrease exponentially with the distance.
(b) Example of weight function w(d) with different γ set at a voxel size
ω = 0.2m. For both cases we set θs = 0.16° and ϕs = 0.4°.
The weighting function w(d) is then obtained by scaling
ρ(d) according to γ and clamping it to 1. γ will affect
the drop-off of the function and the distance at which the
measurements will start being weighted, as it can be seen on
Fig. 2(b). The weighting function is then defined as:
w(d) = min
(
1,
ρ(d)
γ
)
(2)
B. Occupancy Probability From Traversability
As opposed to most approaches in the literature, we
propose to consider the ray path information (i.e. distance
traveled by the ray) within each voxel in order to weight its
occupancy probability. This is based on the fact that rays are
only partial observations, and the information completeness
depends on how all rays traverse each cell. A similar ap-
proach has been proposed in [13], but only traveled distance
within completely traversed cells is considered.
In our case, we also consider the distance traversed within
impacted voxels (from the voxel’s border to the coordinates
of impact) to assign the respective occupancy probability.
Just as in [11] we define fixed Pfree and Pocc observation
probabilities that are below and above 0.5 respectively,
and extend their sensor model by linearly weighting such
probabilities according to the ray path information within
the cell.
surface surface
Misses Hits
Fig. 3. The Occupancy Probability P (n|z) is modulated according to the
traversed distance λ of the measured ray z within the cell n..
Our intuition is that as higher is the distance that a ray
has traversed within a particular cell λ, lower should be its
occupancy probability (see Fig. 3). For the traversed cells we
modulate this probability by comparing λ with the diagonal
length of the cell (
√
3ω), which corresponds to the maximum
distance that a ray can traverse. In the case of impacted
cells, the comparison is done with the length that the ray
would have traversed within the cell if it wouldn’t encounter
any obstacle (λ + λ′), which corresponds to the maximum
possible traversed distance given the current observation.
C. Occupancy Update
In order to update the occupancy probability of a voxel
v, we present two different methods. In the first method we
account for all the information obtained from the complete
set of measurements in a single scan (i.e. all rays traversing
and/or impacting the voxel), weighting all the observations
according to the rays traversed distance and the sensor
density. The contribution of each measurement mi in a
single scan at time t is assigned as defined in the following
equation:
PM1(v|zt,mi) =

0.5 +
[
(Pocc − 0.5)λ′i
λi + λ′i
]
w(d) for a hit
0.5−
[
(0.5− Pfree)λi√
3ω
]
w(d) for a miss
(3)
Alternatively, in the second proposed method, only misses
measurements are weighted by w(d), giving a higher in-
fluence to hits measurements. This is commonly done in
literature [11], [13]. Each measurement is then updated by:
(a) OctoMap [11] (b) Our approach - Method 1 (c) Our approach - Method 2
Fig. 4. Method comparison columnwise. Each row represent a subset of 60 frames integrated together into an octree map using odometry and RTK-GPS
data as pose of the vehicle. Column (a) presents the approach of [11], where not all the measurements are considered and traversal observations are ignored
if impacts have occurred in a particular cell. Column (b) presents our first proposed method, considering all measurements in a single scan, the traversed
distances within cells, and the sensor-voxel distance weighting function for both misses and hits. Column (c) presents results of our second method by
applying the weighting function to the traversal observations only. The goal is to obtain a dense reconstruction with almost no free voxels in the area
corresponding to the ground.
PM2(v|zt,mi) =

0.5 +
[
(Pocc − 0.5)λ′i
λi + λ′i
]
for a hit
0.5−
[
(0.5− Pfree)λi√
3ω
]
w(d) for a miss
(4)
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed methods were implemented in C++ using
the OctoMap library [11] and evaluated on one of the
residential subsets (2011_09_30_drive_0018) of the KITTI
dataset [14], acquired from a roof-mounted HDL-64E lidar
sensor.
We used 3 subsequences of 60 frames to evaluate quali-
tatively the results of our approaches since no ground truth
is available. Our results were compared with OctoMap [11],
where only one observation per scan is considered and ray
path information is not accounted. The provided RTK-GPS
data was used for frame-to-frame registration. All the maps
were created using octrees of ω = 0.2m leaf voxel size since
it represented the best trade-off between computational time
and accuracy.
As in [11], the occupancy probabilities of all the cells were
initialized with a uniform prior of P (ni) = 0.5. Equally,
values of Pfree = 0.4 and Pocc = 0.7 for the misses
and hits respectively were used. Clamping thresholds of
Pmin = 0.12 and Pmax = 0.97 were set in order to limit
the probability values that can be assigned to the volumes
to update occupancy changes in the environment in a fast
manner. For our weighting function, we used a value of
γ = 32, the vertical and horizontal angular resolutions of
the weight function ϕs and θs were set as 0.4° and 0.16°,
corresponding to the elevation and azimuth values of the
velodyne HDL-64E lidar sensor.
Qualitative results are presented in Fig. 4, where each
row corresponds to a 60 frames subset inserted into an
octree map. In Fig. 4(a) reconstruction results using OctoMap
[11] are shown, notice how an important proportion of
voxels are incorrectly classified as free, specially in the
ground region. In Fig. 4(b) our first approach is presented,
applying the weighting function w(d) to both misses and hits
measurements. Fig. 4(c) presents the results of our second
approach by applying w(d) to misses only. Frames used
for this tests did not contain any dynamic objects. Ideal
results consist in a dense reconstruction with most of the
environment filled and no holes in the ground.
Although our first method considers both, the traversed
distances of all rays within the cells, and the weight of the
measurements according to its distance from the sensor, no
significant differences can be appreciated between Fig. 4(a)
and Fig. 4(b) columns. In both cases, discretization inaccura-
cies can be observed, particularly in the area corresponding
to the ground (circled in the figure). In our case, a partially
occupied voxel can be represented as free if the influence of
the traversed rays is stronger than the one of impacts.
In Fig. 4(c), a better representation can be seen, with
fewer holes in the ground and a more dense reconstruction,
specially on the circled areas. This is due to the weighting of
the misses observations only, which reduces the influence of
rays traversing cells that are far from the sensor, leveraging
the errors caused by the discretization. However, this will
equally affect the capability to represent dynamic objects in
the environment at far distances, since several observations
will be needed in order to change the occupancy state of
such cells.
Notice that changing the probabilities assigned to the
sensor model Pocc and Pfree will change the result of the
reconstruction. Assigning a Pocc considerably more influent
than Pfree will increase the chances of representing partially
occupied cells as completely occupied, but will affect the
time of the approach to update dynamic cells in the map.
V. CONCLUSIONS
With this work we have introduced a method to update
the occupancy probabilities of cells in a voxel grid in a
more statistical way, by considering the traversed distances of
all rays within the cells and applying a weighting function
to the measurements according to the cell-sensor distance.
Discretization inaccuracies are reduced by applying our
second approach. These inaccuracies might be prevented by
assigning a higher influence to the hit observations but this
affects the capability of modeling dynamic environments.
Future work might include the use of synthetic data from
simulators in order to quantitatively measure the improve-
ment of our methods.
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APPENDIX
A. Density Function ρ(d) — Development and Validation
This section explains the calculation of the density func-
tion mentioned in section III-A, that was used for our
weighting function w(d). This function has been obtained by
making several approximations, but still models the reality
accurately enough.
ϕ 
β  ϕ β  ϕ 
β  
Case 3 (α3)
3 faces seen
Case 1 (α1)
1 face seen
Case 2 (α2)
2 faces seen
Fig. 5. Cases considered in order to model the number of rays that traverse
a voxel of size ω at distance d. Case 1: 3 faces seen by the sensor (top, left
and rear). Case 2: 1 face seen by the sensor (left). Case 3: 2 faces seen by
the sensor (top and rear).
To approximate the density of rays that can traverse a
voxel v of size ω at distance d, we consider three particular
cases according to the number of faces of the voxel seen
from the sensor (from one to three). This will depend on the
relative position of the voxels with relation to the sensor in
the grid. Referring to Fig. 5, the three cases can be modeled
as:
α1(d) =
2
ϕs
tan−1
(
ω
2d−ω
)
2
θs
tan−1
(
ω
2d−ω
)
(5a)
α2(d) =
2
ϕs
tan−1
( √
2ω
2d−√2ω
)
2
θs
tan−1
(
ω
2d−√2ω
)
(5b)
(a) (b)
Fig. 6. Validation of the Modeling Function ρ(d). Experimental data was
compared with the model by inserting a spherical synthetic pointcloud of
radius r in a voxel grid of size ω. (a) ω = 0.8. (b) ω = 0.6
α3(d) =
2
ϕs
tan−1
( √
3ω
2d−√3ω
)
2
θs
tan−1
( √
2ω
2d−√3ω
)
(5c)
where ϕs and θs correspond to the vertical and horizontal
angular resolutions of the sensor. Notice that the particular
cases considered simplify the calculations but do not brings
an exact model, the position and orientation of the sensor
and the voxel would have to be considered for this. Cases 3
and 1 represent upper and lower bounds, respectively.
The modeling function ρ(d) can be then considered as the
weighted arithmetic mean of these three values (Eq. 6). The
weights are assigned considering the percentage of voxels
that fit in any of the three different cases at the surface of a
sphere of radius d.
ρ(d) =
η1(d)α1(d) + η2(d)α2(d) + η3(d)α3(d)
ηt(d)
(6)
where ηt(d) approximates the number of voxels of size ω at
the surface of the sphere:
ηt(d) ≈ 4pi d
2
ω2
(7)
If we consider the sensor placed at the center of the sphere,
the number of voxels where two faces can be seen η2(d), are
the ones placed within the perpendicular planes to the axes
(Oxy, Oxz and Oyz), except for the voxels aligned with
the axes where only one face can be seen η1(d). The rest of
voxels are represented by η3(d).
η1(d) = 6 (8a)
η2(d) ≈ 3
(
2pid
w
)
−12 (8b)
η3 ≈ 4pid
2
ω2
−η1(d)−η2(d) (8c)
Notice that for larger distances, most of the voxels will
belong to η3. Moreover, if d  w, then η3 can be approxi-
mated to ηt and our modeling function can be simplified as
ρ(d) ≈ α3(d).
In order to validate our model, we compare its results with
the ones obtained by inserting a synthetic spherical point-
cloud in a voxel grid at different resolutions and counting
the number of rays traversing each cell in a 100m distance
range, this can be seen on Fig. 6. Notice that the green and
orange curves represent the upper and lower bounds α3(d)
and α1(d), respectively. The blue line represents the results
obtained with the experiment, which are close to the upper
bound since as it was stated previously, if d  w most
of the voxels are represented by α3(d). The density function
ρ(d), as presented in Eq. 6 can also be seen in red. Once our
modeling function has been validated, our weighting function
is then derived from it as defined in Eq. 2.
